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What are we seeing now?  
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S&P provides services on many of the LIS vendors in the industry.  



The Perfect Storm 
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Meaningful Use 

Version Upgrades 



The Perfect storm 

 All LIS vendors MUST do a version upgrade for MU (II and III) 

 Many version upgrades cost Hundreds of thousands of dollars 

 This requires C-Suite involvement 

 The C-Suite now questions all issues pertaining to the LIS and 

their future strategy 

 EWS vendors now have a chance to push full integration with 

LIS 

 4 different scenarios are being seen 
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LIS Scenarios 

1)  Current LIS performs MU version upgrade with no alteration of 

 long term strategy 

2)  Current LIS performs MU version upgrade, but the C-suite 

 reviewed the LIS long term strategy and starts to look at LIS 

 consolidation 

3) Lab is required to develop a long term LIS strategy (1, 3, 5 

 year) and focus the strategy on LIS functionality and financial 

 costs 

4) Lab is required to review EWS vendor LIS solution and justify 

 why the EWS “cannot” be implemented.  
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Functionality Justification 

How can the labs justify LIS functionality? 

 Perform a current state to understand workflow within their labs now. 

 

 Utilize LIS ToolKit to detail out the actual functionality utilized within their 
LIS 

 

 Develop business case for TCO for the current and new LIS 

 Functionality loss 

 Possible additional resources needed to offset functionality lost 

 Implementation cost of new LIS 

 Perform a RISK assessment to outline Patient care issues 
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4 Major areas of LIS 

Functionality Needs 

Platform requirements and options 

 Integration Issues 

MDI  Issues (DI or other Middleware) 

EWS benefits (real or not) 
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Understanding the LIS Platform 

 Best of Breed = Single database 

 Integrated Database = Multiple linked databases 

 Fractionated database = Multiple unrelated databases 

 

 Issues with Integrated and Fractionated systems 

 Elimination of cross department rules 

 Fractionation of Ambulatory/Outreach charts 

 Additional LIS resources required to support multiple LISs 
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Summary 

1) Pathologist must get out of the lab and get a seat at the Senior Leadership 
 table 

2) Pathologist must understand the complexities of the LIS and what the 
 consequences are if they have to move to a non BOB LIS 

3) Lab Management must understand the Gaps and functionality loses they 
 may encounter 

4) Lab Management must be able to develop a Business Case to justify 
 their LIS needs which include:  

 Functionality, resources, Patient Safety,  and TCO  
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Questions? 
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